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In Distributed Leadership in Practice, Spillane and Diamond (2007) create a framework for the study of leadership that
accommodates the effects of the campus, community, teachers, and school subjects. The authors apply a perspective that defines
the leadership and management practices of the leader; the interactions that occur among leaders, students and teachers; and
other elements of time and circumstance that affect leadership practices. Through the meticulous definition of elements of the
situation and a step by step analysis of the interdependence of the elements, the authors create a conceptual tool that should be
useful for educational researchers and practitioners.

Spillane and Diamond incorporate the effects of the context into their leadership theory to a greater degree than contingency
theorists, e.g., Fiedler (1967). Spillane (2007, p. 41) points out that contingency theorists envisage situation as an independent
variable, whereas the distributive perspective defines a two-way relationship between situation and practice and considers both
variables integral to leadership effects and outcomes. Thus, Spillane and Diamond’s description and examples provide a foundation
for future study of leadership theory that promises to incorporate a wide range of contextual characteristics, e.g., high-stakes
accountability demands.  

In the first and again in the final chapters of their book, Spillane and Diamond succinctly articulate the foundation of their
distributive perspectives. In these chapters the authors delineate the parameters for collaboration and shared leadership that
provide research and teachers of educational leadership a foundation upon which to apply the construct to their own investigations
and teaching efforts. As pointed out by Levin (2006), the development of a definition through careful delineation of the practice,
interactions, and situation supports future research and study in the area of educational leadership. The middle five chapters
employ case studies from five Chicago-area elementary campuses to distinguish how the interactions of practice acted as a central
element of leadership in these settings. The case studies provide authentic examples of distributed leadership with analyses that
guide both practitioners and researchers.

Spillane and Diamond reiterate the use of the distributive leadership as a lens for studying leadership and management “in
tandem” (p. 153). In support of this, the case studies analyses within the book integrate organizational management into
instructional leadership. They support Spillane and Diamond’s position that management is leadership and that there is no
leadership without elements of management, especially in the world of education. The authors’ accounts of the differences
between the leadership interactions for language arts programs and for math and science programs is of particular interest to
practitioners and researchers approaching the task of defining and describing instructional leadership in the core curricular areas.
An example that is particularly convincing is one principal’s use of her area of expertise, the teaching of writing, to provide an
arena for interactions with students, teachers, grading processes, and teacher evaluation.

In addition to providing useful perspectives for researchers of educational leadership, the book also serves as a source for
authentic case studies that communicate widespread leadership environments. These case studies are readable and provide a level
of interpretation that helps beginning researchers understand qualitative analysis. The case studies are also useful for students
preparing for formal positions as school leaders. One bonus of the case studies within this text is their recognition of the
importance of organizational management for instructional leadership. Beginners in the study of organizational management
frequently struggle between endorsing collaboration or shared leadership styles as advocated, for example, by Lambert (2003) and
others or more autocratic approaches that include directives and vision initiated by the leader. Thus, the case studies have
potential for use in principal preparation, as well as in educational research, courses.  

The Spillane and Diamond book provides a foundation for building causal links between the student outcomes, the situation,
leaders, and followers. In an era when schools are faced with the demands of accountability standards together with linguistic,
cultural, and economic diversity, leadership studies need to discuss the contextual demands, including political influences,
organizational responses to diversity, and, finally, knowledge of a wide variety of types of instruction and learning. This widened
lens may help convert educational research into guidelines for leadership practice.
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